BGS 2017

All items will have BGS or Buckeye Girls State Imprint

(Prices are approximate)

**Boxercraft**

**Velocity Running Shorts** Navy XS-XL $15.00

**Camp David**

**Alpine Quarter Zip Sweatshirt** Charcoal S-XL $40.00
**Long Sleeve V-neck T-shirt** Washed navy $30.00
**Knockout Lightweight Hooded Shirt** White/gray S-XL $38.00

**Champion**

**Mesh Shorts** Navy S-M $15.00
**Short Sleeve T-Shirt** 3 bright colors/navy S-2XL $18.00
**Swing Tank Top** Black and Pink XS-XL $24.00
**Hooded Sweatshirt** Gray w/ color imprint S-2X $40.00

**Gear**

**V Neck Short Sleeve Tee** 4 colors S-2XL $22.00

**League**

**V-Neck Baseball T-shirt** White body with purple sleeves S-XL $30

**MV Sport**

**Drawstring Bag** Navy white imprint $15.00

**Russell**

**Crew Sweatshirt** Navy S-3X $26.00

**Venley**

**Patriotic L/S T-Shirt** Red/white/blue $48.00